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The material used to recreate this can be found at: www.unexcelledfishing.com
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woolly bugger
tied by: Lorie Hagen

This is one of the most popular streamers in use 
today. The Woolly Bugger is used to imitate: leeches, 
baitfish, tadpoles, damsel fly larvae, dragonfly larvae, 
crayfish and many others. This is a versatile fly that 
can be used for a large variety of food sources and 
is a must have in any fly box. It can be tied in almost 
every conceivable color combination. Use this fly to 
catch trout, large and small mouth bass, panfish, carp, 
steelhead, salmon, stripers and many more!

Hook | 700 Streamer | Sz 2-14

THread | UNI | Brown | 6/0 

Tail | Marbou | Black

Body | Mohair Plus | Black

Head | Angel Hair | Black 

Vice | Hagen’s Deluxe Stainless Steel Vice

BoBBin | Rite Bobbin | Half Hitch Mag

deluxe duBBing TwisTer

duBBing spin finger moisTener

« Step 1
Position your thread at the rear of the hook, above the barb. Take a Marabou feather and strip it so 
you have 1 to 1 1/2 shank lengths for the tail. Tie in on top of the hook and wrap foward over stem. 
Return thread to rearmost wrap.

« Step 2 

Make a loop with your dubbing twister and wrap thread forward. Moisten 
fingers and apply mohair into the dubbing loop. Twist and wrap onto the 
hook. You will need to repeat this step until you are close to the eye of 
the hook. Make sure to leave enough room for the head.

« Step 3
Cut a small amount of angel hair and tie in backwards with the long tip pointing to the eye of the 
hook. Repeat until you have went around the hook about 3 times. Fold the long tips back toward the 
hook bend and tie down. Tie off with a couple of half hitch and trim angel hair to desired length and 
get ready to catch some fish!

make sure:
to watch the video on how to use the rite bobbin half hitch. it makes 
finishing your fly so easy. www.unexcelledfishing.com

A lot has been happening at Larva Lace lately. 
Be one of the first people to be updated by liking 
our page! Find us at: facebook.com/larvalace

yoU cAN NoW find 
us on facebook!

check out our featured product:

fly Box 
WITH FOAM INSERT

order # price

14206 $1.75

FLIES NOT INCLUDED.


